Optical detection of ultrasound by lateral shearing interference of a transparent PDMS thin film.
A lateral shearing interferometric technique combined with an 11.6 μm polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) transparent thin film is proposed and demonstrated for optical detection of ultrasound. We experimentally report the device change of reflectivity with pressure of 5.1×10-7 Pa-1, 9.5 times more sensitive than the critical-angle-based sensor, 31 times more sensitive than the surface-plasmon-based sensor, and comparable to the Fabry-Perot sensor. The objective-lens-based angle scanning characterization setup inspired from a laser scanning system allows direct comparison between the PDMS sensor and critical-angle-based sensor by adjusting the incident angle with a scanning mirror, thereby eliminating optical and electronics system dependence. The sensing element is easily fabricated through spin coating and the detection element incorporated into an existing optical system with minimum modification.